Exercise Training and Testing of an Advanced Heart Failure Patient – From LVAD to Transplant
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PATIENT BACKGROUND

Mr. DA, a 55-year-old black man with a history of non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, reported for what he thought was a routine right heart catheterization at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit Michigan, on May 13, 2015. He had been living with this condition since 1998 and, for the most part, had been able to avoid hospitalization through adherence to his medications. However, more recently, he noticed that his shortness of breath and ability to perform everyday activities was progressively getting worse. This led to starting milrinone a few months ago, which improved his symptoms temporarily; unfortunately, his conditioned worsened to the point where he could walk only 10 feet without stopping to rest. Therefore, he was not surprised when it was recommended that he receive a left ventricular assist device (LVAD).

DISCUSSION

Epidemiology

Heart failure (HF) is a condition where the heart's ability to maintain cardiac output is compromised, leading to an inability to adequately supply blood flow to meet the metabolic demands of the body, especially with physical activity. There are roughly 6.5 million Americans who have heart failure, with an additional 960,000 new cases per year (1). Factors contributing to the large prevalence of HF include: improved survival from myocardial infarction (MI), increased rates of diabetes, and the growing age of the population with incident rates approximately 20 per 1,000 for individuals >65 years of age (2).

Patients with HF are classified using two complementary systems based on symptoms and progression of disease: The New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class, and the ACCF/AHA Stages of HF (Figure 1). Patients refractory to standard HF treatments are considered stage D, which is advanced heart failure. While those with stage D HF represent only a small percentage of all HF cases (i.e. ~1%), the mortality rates for these individuals are very high at ~75% at 1 year (3).

Etiology

HF can progress to stage D incipiently over time, but it can also occur acutely as a result of a myocardial infarction or cardiogenic shock (3). While the leading cause of heart failure is ischemic cardiomyopathy, there are multiple etiologies of non-ischemic HF, including: hypertensive dilated cardiomyopathy, valvular heart disease, viral cardiomyopathy, and cancer-related cardiomyopathy (e.g., chemotherapy and mediastinal radiation cardiotoxicity; 2,3). Risk factors for HF include: diabetes, obesity, metabolic syndrome, smoking, and high sodium intake (1). Having one or more of the above risk factors, in absence of symptoms or structural heart disease, places a person at increased risk for HF and is considered ACCF/AHA stage A. Subsequently, based on these criteria, it is estimated that one-third of the US adult population is classified as stage A (1).

Diagnosis and Clinical Manifestations

While often associated with LV dysfunction and cardiomyopathy, HF is not the equivalent of these but rather a syndrome defined largely by clinical diagnosis (2). The key clinical manifestations of HF are fatigue and dyspnea on exertion (see Table 1 for other HF signs and symptoms). These symptoms are secondary to reduced cardiac output
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and, often, volume overload. Rapid weight gain (i.e., 3 pounds in a day or 5 pounds a week) and difficulty breathing while lying in the supine position (known as orthopnea) are important signs of possible worsening HF, which can result in rehospitalization.

Since the majority of patients with HF have impaired systolic LV function, a two-dimensional echocardiogram with Doppler is generally used to assess LV function. If LV systolic or diastolic dysfunction is present, patients are classified as either HF with reduced EF (HFrEF) or HF with a preserved EF (HFpEF), respectively (2). An EF <35% is also a criterion for an implantable cardioverter defibrillator since these patients are at high risk for lethal ventricular arrhythmias (2).

Clinical criteria for defining stage D HF is challenging due to the variability of HF progression and typically requires a multitude of clinical indicators (3). These indicators include: worsening of NYHA functional class, escalation of diuretic therapy, recurrent ICD shocks, persistent hyponatremia (sodium <134 mEq • L^{-1}), frequent emergency department visits, progressive renal dysfunction, worsening right-sided heart failure, and severely reduced exercise capacity (3). Cardiopulmonary exercise testing has shown to be a valuable clinical tool in differentiating between individuals who have stable HF versus those who need advanced treatments (4). Those individuals with a peak VO₂ below 10 mL • kg^{-1} • min^{-1} and a VE-VO₂ slope >45 have a particularly poor prognosis (4). Taking into account the above criteria, stage D patients are ultimately defined as being refractory to optimal medical therapies, thereby needing advanced treatments such as mechanical circulatory support (MCS) or transplantation.

TABLE 1. Heart failure signs and symptoms.

| Fatigue | Dyspnea | Orthopnea | Peripheral edema | Weight gain | Tachypnea | Paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea | Cold, pale, and possibly cyanotic extremities | Hepatomegaly | Jugular venous distension | Crackles (rales) | Tubular breath sounds and consolidation | Presence of a third (S3) or fourth (S4) heart sound | Sinus tachycardia |

FIGURE 1. ACCF/AHA stages of heart failure. Adapted from Jessup et al., NEJM, 2003. Staging based on ACC/AHA criteria. ACCF = American College of Cardiology Foundation; AHA = American Heart Association; ACEi = angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB = angiotensin receptor blocker; β-blocker = beta adrenergic receptor blocker; LBBB = left bundle branch block; VAD = ventricular assist device.
Treatment

Patients with HF exhibit increased sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) activation in response to reduced systemic blood flow. This can result in adverse structural changes to the heart (e.g., cardiac remodeling, myocardial fibrosis, cardiac valve regurgitation) and the surrounding vascular system (e.g., peripheral vasoconstriction, cachexia, pulmonary vascular remodeling). Thus, medical therapy in appropriate patients includes the use of RAAS inhibitors (e.g., ACE inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers, mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist) and beta-blockers. Diuretics are important for improving symptoms associated with fluid overload, and noncompliance with this medication is often cited as a reason for rehospitalization (5). Another class of medications shown to improve symptoms—but not survival—are inotropes (e.g., milrinone). The inotrope dependent trial reported 6-month and 1-year survival at 22% and 11%, respectively, for stage D patients on inotropic support and optimal medical therapies, respectively (6).

The gold standard treatment for patients in end-stage HF is a heart transplantation, with a mean survival rate of ~10 to 13 years and >90% return of functional capacity (7). However, the number of patients needing a transplant far exceeds the number of potential recipients. While there have been over 26,000 heart transplants in the United States between 1987 and 2012, during that same period, more than 40,000 patients have been placed on the transplant waiting list (1). Additionally, it is estimated that 250,000 to 300,000 US citizens may benefit from MCS for management of end-stage HF.

Because many individuals on the transplant waiting list do not survive long enough to receive a heart and still others do not qualify to be on the list, MCS is known to improve survival and quality of life in many patients with end-stage HF (8). For individuals who have both right-and left-sided HF, there are some institutions implanting total artificial hearts (TAH); however, the vast majority of patients on MCS have a left ventricular assist device (LVAD). Clinically indicated as a bridge to heart transplant, destination therapy, or (in rare cases and typically outside of the United States) a bridge to recovery, worldwide there were about 2,400 LVADs implanted in 2017. The advancements in LVADs have greatly improved over the past decade, with current 1-year survival rates on LVAD support at around 80% compared to the 52% 1-year survival reported in the original landmark REMATCH trial (8,9). The three current FDA approved devices—HeartMate II (HMII), HeartMate 3 (HM3), and Heartware Ventricular Assist Device System (HVAD)—are all continuous flow devices, unloading the left ventricle at the apex of the heart (inflow cannula) and sending roughly 4 to 6 liters of blood per minute through the ascending aorta (Figure 2; 8).

Common medical concerns with the device and this population include bleeding, percutaneous drive line infection, device malfunction, and stroke (10). Another unique challenge is the need for an external power source. This is accomplished through either an AC outlet when the patient is at home or two attached batteries that (depending on the type of LVAD) run for 12 to 16 hours of continuous function.

Exercise Testing

Similar to other heart conditions, a symptom-limited cardiopulmonary (or standard) graded exercise test (GXT) can be used in patients with an LVAD to assess heart rate and hemodynamic responses to exercise, screen for cardiac arrhythmias, and determine an appropriate exercise prescription. Unlike individuals with a heart transplant who have a discordant heart rate response to exercise due to denervated autonomic state, individuals with an LVADs have an intact sympathovagal response to exercise and a strong relationship between VO₂ reserve and heart rate reserve (r = 0.87; 11).

What is discordant for the patient with an LVAD is the response of the device itself to exercise. Whereas the first generation LVADs, which were pulsatile devices, increased rate in response to exercise, the current generation of non-pulsatile devices are set at a fixed speed. This means that stimulating cardiac output change in these individuals is a combination of increased preload, decreased afterload, and concomitant native heart.
contribution. The latter observation is supported by studies showing the opening of the aortic valve during exercise (12). Interestingly, although the LVAD speed is fixed during exercise, prior studies show that adjustment of the LVAD speed upward can actually improve exercise performance and V\text{O}_2, as was the case with Mr. DA (13). The issue, however, with raising the LVAD speed to a higher setting is that this could cause what is known as “suction events,” where the septal wall is pulled towards the LV, leading to right ventricular heart failure (14).

As with other individuals with advanced HF, the GXT protocol should match the expected functional level; for patients following LVAD surgery, functional level is still limited with achieved peak V\text{O}_2 values between 11-14 mL • kg\textsuperscript{−1} • min\textsuperscript{−1} (15,16). Therefore, choosing a gradual 1 metabolic equivalent of task (MET) per stage protocol, such as the modified Naughton, is generally recommended (4). This allows an adequate assessment of the physiologic response to exercise as well as an opportunity to measure peak V\text{O}_2. Conversely, an aggressive protocol such as the Bruce has an initial stage (5 METS) that is already above the functional capacity of most patients with an LVAD.

Alternatively, the use of submaximal exercise tests, such as the 6-minute walk (6MW) test has shown to be a good marker to assess functional improvement, as well as a good predictor of survival in this population (17,18). Hasin et al. found that after LVAD surgery, patients had a higher risk of mortality if they were unable to achieve >300 meters during the 6MW (18).

Exercise Training

Training studies have shown improvements in functional capacity and quality of life in patients <1 year following LVAD surgery (16,19-21). While more data is needed to fully support this, in limited studies conducted for this patient population, exercise training appears to be safe with only rare reported untoward events among >1600 patient exercise hours (22).

As mentioned, the functional capacity of this population is limited. With an average peak MET value at or below 4 METS, the starting training levels for these individuals are generally at or below 2.5 METS (i.e., ~60% of peak METS). Due to the linear relationship between heart rate and V\text{O}_2, the use of 40%-80% of target heart rate reserve can be used to guide exercise intensity if a recent GXT is available. However, if a recent GXT is not available, the use of the rating of perceived exertion of 11 to 14 on the Borg scale is appropriate. Parenthetically, patients on LVAD support who are paced have a weaker heart rate to V\text{O}_2 association; therefore, use of the Borg for this patient population should be considered first (11).

Another consideration for exercise training in this population is the need for a handheld Doppler and proper training in obtaining a blood pressure via Doppler. Since these patients are often nonpulsatile, using a stethoscope to measure pressure is not reliable and, in fact, the sound heard when taking a Doppler blood pressure is a close approximation to that of the mean arterial pressure (MAP). Blood pressure control is very important in this population, as the margin between under perfusion of vital organs and risk of stroke is relatively narrow. The mean arterial pressure target for patients with an LVAD is between 70 to 80 mm Hg. Exercise should not be initiated in patients with a pressure <64 mm Hg, and one should first consult with the LVAD team if a patient has a resting MAP >90 mm Hg. While exercise pressures can be obtained and should increase with exercise, care should be taken. This is particularly true during treadmill walking, since the extra weight of the equipment can potentially place the patient at greater risk for falls.

Importantly, the patient's driveline and power cords should be kept close to the patient and away from moving parts of any exercise equipment. Pulling of the driveline increases the risk of infection or a potential line fracture. Resistance training can be implemented, consistent with current postthoracotomy recommendations (i.e., ~12 weeks post). Again, the patient should avoid exercises that could result in a driveline or battery line pull, as well as exercises that involve excessive trunk flexion (i.e., sit-ups).

An observational study of Medicare beneficiaries found that patients with an LVAD who participate in cardiac rehabilitation had a reduced risk of hospitalization and 1-year mortality (23). Although more studies are needed to support the clinical outcomes of cardiac rehabilitation in this population, these individuals have severely reduced EFs (i.e., <35%), already qualify through Medicare to participate in CR and should be encouraged to do so.

PATIENT CLINICAL COURSE

Mr. DA received his LVAD (HeartWare) on May 18, 2015. Shortly after, he immediately felt better and was scheduled for hospital discharge earlier than expected. Unfortunately, he suffered a setback when it was found that his hemoglobin was low, secondary to a gastrointestinal (GI) bleed. After three separate procedures, his hemoglobin stabilized, and he was discharged 17 days after he was admitted.

A month after recovering at home and receiving home physical therapy, Mr. DA enrolled into cardiac rehabilitation (CR) in Detroit. He presented to CR tachycardic (pulse = 114 b • min\textsuperscript{−1}) and was able to perform only 2 METS on the treadmill (i.e., 1.3 mph), complaining of dyspnea on exertion and extreme fatigue. His LVAD controller estimated his device flow rate to be ~5.0 L • min\textsuperscript{−1}. After 2 weeks in CR, his symptoms persisted, and his exercise capacity remained attenuated. On July 13, 2015, Mr. DA saw his cardiologist, who increased the speed on his LVAD from 2660 to 2720 rpm. Immediately, Mr. DA's symptoms improved as well as his exercise capacity. His workload on the TM increased by nearly 1 MET within the first week, and his estimated LVAD flow was up to ~6 • min\textsuperscript{−1}.

Over the next 3 months, Mr. DA continued to participate in CR and progressed appropriately, increasing his estimated training METS on the TM from 2.0 on his first day to 6.6 at graduation. To help guide his exercise, he completed a CPX on September 14, 2015. Interestingly, his peak V\text{O}_2, which
was 17.5 mL • kg^{-1} • min^{-1}, was similar to the last recorded peak VO_{2} measured 5 years prior to his LVAD surgery. Based on his CPX result, his exercise intensity while on the TM and upright cycle was set at 135 to 145 b·min^{-1} (i.e., 60%–80% HRR). In addition to performing 40 to 50 minutes of aerobic exercise in CR, he also began resistance training using the following machines: seated chest press, hip abductor, bicep curl, leg curl, leg extension, seated back row, and supine leg press. He would perform 1 to 2 sets of 15 to 20 reps at a moderate intensity.

After he completed CR, he transitioned to the Henry Ford Hospital CR maintenance program, where he resumed his exercise routine. There, he continued to exercise without issues through December 2015. In 2016, Mr. DA had three separate hospital admissions for ongoing GI bleeds. However, despite persistently low hemoglobin levels, he was able to continue to exercise, until finally in January 2017, he received a call that a donor heart was available.

One month following his discharge from Henry Ford Hospital, Mr. DA again enrolled in cardiac rehabilitation.

CONCLUSION

Advances in LVAD technology have extended longevity and quality of life in many patients with advanced HF. However, due to a combination of prolonged bedrest and extended periods of poor perfusion (prior to LVAD), patients with an LVAD typically have limited functional capacity. Cardiac rehabilitation has been shown to help restore function and improve patient reported outcomes in this population. Additionally, because these patients can have undetected arrhythmias or other complications, the surveillance provided by cardiac rehabilitation makes it an important supportive clinical service in this growing and unique patient population.
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